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The Value Inquiry Book Series (VIBS) 

is an international scholarly program, founded

in 1992 by Robert Ginsberg, that publishes

philosophical books in all areas of value

inquiry, including social and political thought,

ethics, applied philo sophy, aesthetics, 

feminism, pragmatism, personalism, religious 

values, medical and health values, values in

education, values in science and technology,

humanistic psychology, cognitive science, 

formal axiology, history of philosophy, post-

communist thought, peace theory, law and

society, and theory of culture.

The studies included in the Care of the Self: Ancient

Problematizations of Life and Contemporary Thought

focus on different manifestations of “taking care of the

self” present in ancient and contemporary thought. Each of

these studies approaches the issue of taking care of the self

from a different perspective: Part I by Vladislav Suvák

focuses on Socrates’ therapeutic education; Part II by Lívia

Flachbartová centres on Diogenes’ ascetic practices; and

Part III by Pavol Sucharek concentrates on Henri Maldiney’s

existential phenomenology.

Taking care of the self (epimeleia heautou) is not just 

one of a great many topics associated with ancient ethics.

Echoing Michel Foucault, we could say that the care of the

self applies to all problematizations of life.

Vladislav Suvák, PhD. (1964), University of Prešov, is

Professor of Ancient Philosophy. He has published mono-

graphs and many articles on Socratic movement, including

Antisthenis Fragmenta (2013) and Diogenis Fragmenta

(2016). Recently he has edited Antisthenica Cynica

Scratica (Prague, OIKOYMENH, 2014).

Lívia Flachbartová, PhD. (1987), University of Prešov

(Slovakia), has acquired her PhD. in 2014. Her research

interests include Socratic tradition, Nietzsche, and Foucault.

She has published many articles on Cynicism and mono-

graph Diogenian Cynicism as a Way of Life (Prešov,

2015).

Pavol Sucharek, PhD. (1981), University of Prešov, is

Assistant Professor of Modern Philosophy. His research

interests include contemporary French philosophy, 

phenomenology, and metaphysics. He has published mono-

graphs, translations and many articles on phenomenology,

ethics and aesthetics.  

Central European Value Studies (CEVS) is a

pluralistic project that makes available to the

English-speaking world books in all areas of

value inquiry that originate in Central Europe 

or that deal with its major philosophical 

traditions. The series is co-sponsored by 

the Philosophy Seminar of the University 

of Mainz, the Centre for Cultural Research,

Aarhus University, and the International

Academy of Philosophy of the Principality 

of Liechtenstein. CEVS is a special series 

in the Value Inquiry Book Series.
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